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PROJECT BACKGROUND
As the blockchain industry continues to mature on a global scale, related asset
transactions promoted by the blockchain technology have gradually evolved from a
small number of technical geeks to the field of daily financial investment and
consumption.
According to an analysis based on public data, the global crypto currency users
surpassed 100 million for the first time in January 2021, keeping in mind that by the
same time, January 2021, the active global online population is about 4,66 billion.
With the increasing acceptance of blockchain technology and digital currencies it is
expected that transactions will increase even more in the next 5 years.
The number of people involved in such transactions will exponentially rise, reaching
10% of the total online population - about 400 million by 2024.
As of June 27, 2021, the total market value of digital currencies is estimated to be
approximately RMB 89 trillion.
The traditional PE (private equity), VC (venture capital), hedge funds and other
capitals are included in this number as investment and other incubation activities in
the blockchain industry.

Based on Blockchain Technology
In addition to traditional fiat currency exchanges (such as Coinbase) and blockchain
asset exchanges (such as Binance), digital currency exchanges will carry even more

blockchain-related financial attributes.
The blockchain technology enables the financial institutions to provide legal
structure to the transaction process thus making the exchange serve as a bridge
between the traditional leveraged deals, options and futures’ trade, and the digital
currency contracts.
Bitop’s focus is on providing high quality blockchain derivative platform services
where traditional currency and blockchain transactions will be implemented.
Individual users and enterprises can get a bank-level multi-signature wallet in an
embedded white-label brokerage system and a hierarchical API high-frequency
trading system.

Bitop Mission and Vision
Bitop continues to develop its blockchain financial derivative services.
As an exchange it has become a trading platform for blockchain assets, serving as a
bridge between traditional finance and blockchain-related financial derivatives.
The Bitop team is a bunch of talented professionals with solid experience in the
overseas markets who have a global approach and ambition to build a world top
platform that is user-friendly and technically reliable.
Bitop is a regulated crypto currency exchange which complies with the laws and
regulations according to the jurisdiction of the countries where it operates.
It is also registered as a Money Services Business with FinCEN (USA) and
FINTRAC (Canada).

BITOP TEAM
PROJECT TEAM
Denzel Lee CEO
Former technical expert of Aerotech Inc, a top pioneer of financial solutions, and
senior partner of SearchTrade.

David Miller (CTO
Operations & Maintenance development expert, Engineering & Computer Science
director and architects of multiple Internet titans in Taiwan.

Kevin Shih CMO
A self-described storyteller and brand strategist, his fresh insights into company
scalability. Managed 30+ group-purchase marketing team with 300+ employees.

Alexander Volkov CGO
A senior Internet researcher, systems architect, and Internet industry star.
Developing an environmental sustainability strategy based on sound research and
government regulations.

Christina Olivia!Supervisor of Legal A!airs"

Manage 30+ teams of legal support sta! in providing documentation, research, and
other services to assist the legal team. More than 8 years of progressively
responsible experience with 5 year of supervisory responsibility.

Rich experience in global blockchain operations
Solid technical strength
The entire platform has the relevant intellectual property rights, its core matching
engine can reach 50,000 units per second per server and can be scaled infinitely.
The technical team has provided a solid platform architecture and the platform itself
is equipped with an independent trading robot system.

Proven professional investment platform
Bitop’s trade and investment platform has been in operation for over six months
now and its core functions such as code audit and embedded risk control system
have been gradually improved.

In addition to the regular cryptocurrency investments Bitop is also committed to
finding and supporting excellent blockchain projects by providing them with
professional financial and technical assistance.

Community advantage
For Bitop it is of great importance to devote its attention to the community members
and also to its users’ comfort.
Besides focusing on online communication Bitop also plans to hold various offline
activities in the near future, such as meet-and-greets, sandboxes, etc., to enhance
the communication within the community and create a friendly and joyous
atmosphere.
The active users will be rewarded with a commission from the exchange for their
contribution to invest and promote Bitop.

Provide multilingual services
Bitop has already established itself in a number of countries and it is also operating
locally.
Currently Bitop supports Chinese and English.
In the future it will be available in Russian, Japanese, Korean and other languages
with its focus on building the world's most trusted digital asset trading platform.

Safe and stable system
Bitop has adopted an advanced multi-level structure of its network, application, host
and data.
The network layer prevents DDoS attacks, the application layer provides basic
protection, the host layer can effectively prevent brute force cracking, and the data
layer provides encryption services.

BITOP PROFILE
Brand introduction
Bitop (Bi+Top), in homophone:
Bitop has the meaning of continuous expansion and positive progress.
This refers to adding new things to the original basis.
It is a change in quality, not a change in quantity.
For top - it means having a high-end product and we aim to create a top-level
trading platform system and be at the top of the industry.

Platform Introduction
Independent intellectual property and the blockchain trading system
Bitop has a completely self-developed blockchain asset trading system with
independent intellectual property rights.
The development team has many years of experience in the banking system, using
today’s most advanced front-end and business architecture.
Currently tested by reliable organizations, the system single server matching can
reach 50,000/TPS (transactions per second).
The matching rate can increase linearly under the condition of a reasonable
expansion.
The current system used on the platform has been online for more than one and a
half years with a rich background in operating systems, risk control and financial
transactions.
Embedded risk control and safety system
In response to the high security issues of all exchanges the Bitop platform has
developed an independent risk control system together with a well-known team of
experts.
It has since embedded it in the existing business modules, thus enabling the
platform to respond quickly to abnormal transactions and wallet system failures.
All code on the platform has been independently audited and relies on security
reports issued by senior security companies.
The internal control system is security-optimized and the back-end system has a
hierarchical authority.
Independent private CA certificates are used to strengthen the internal control and
reduce the eventual damage.

Blockchain derivative financial services
Based on the blockchain wallet system, Bitop uses a multi-signature architecture on
the blockchain asset custody platform.
It provides institutional asset custody services such as high-frequency transaction
quantification services, node staking business, VC, PE, hedge funds, etc., as well as
derivative services such as blockchain insurance business.
Bitop provides a special account system for the institutions and their members
based on their grading.
By doing this they become completely independent in the trading ecosystem while at
the same time they share all rights and privileges of the exchange.
In order for these functions to be implemented a special white label system has
been embedded.
Take community incentives as the core function of the token
Bitop tokens will be designed with community incentives as their core function.
Their purpose is to incentivize community users by a reasonable contribution rate
and promote the platform's active members to recruit, convert, trade and do online
publicity functions.
The token incentives promote the building of decentralized communities through the
function of nodes, they encourage autonomy in the overseas communities and
effectively activate their vitality through token rewards and activity support.
In the future tokens will improve the multi-level reward and punishment mechanism
for building cross-currency staking services, on-chain incentive mechanisms and
transaction contribution incentives.
Profit mechanism
As a blockchain asset trading platform Bitop will use currency trading as its basic
business.
At the same time, bearing in mind its stable profitability state, it will actively develop
derivative financial services based on the blockchain assets to further improve its
profitability.

The specific profitability aspects include:
Profit method

Description

Transaction fees

Platform trading users are required to pay a certain percentage of
handling fees to the platform when conducting token trading
transactions, plus a fixed fee of 0.2% is charged at the initial stage
of the platform operation.
Later, according to the operational needs, different handling fee
ratios will be set according to Maker and Taker and the user's history
of transaction volume level.
Platform tokens will be used to deduct part of the transaction fee.

Withdrawal fees

When the user withdraws the token, he/she will need to pay a certain
amount of withdrawal fee from the platform.

Asset listing fees

Open bank-level asset custody to institutional customers is provided
through a multi-signature, stand-alone wallet system, with a charge
of 1% to 5% fund custody fee, based on the amount of client funds
escrow.

Blockchain asset custody fee
(business users)

The platform will occasionally list some high-quality tokens and the
token promotion team will charge a certain amount of online fees.
The fee rate will be adjusted according to the operational needs and
the project quality.

DPoS staking service

Based on DPOS nodes, it provides customers with Tezos, Cosmos
and other exchange wallet staking services led by POS staking
incentive models.
Being a multi-currency community node, it regulates the community
voting and distributes relevant rewards to its users based on the
staking rewards.
Another reward is also provided in the form of a double staking on
the chain, where the management fee is 1%.

MARKET PAIN POINTS
The underlying technical strength
While blockchain asset trading is no longer an emerging business, most small and
medium-sized exchanges still lack the underlying technology architecture.
Most of the employees come from the traditional IT industry, they are not familiar
with the exchange trading system and have only a superficial understanding of the
blockchain principles. As a result the underlying architecture of most exchanges is
not scalable.
The rise of cloud exchanges makes many companies that have quickly entered the
exchange business subject to relying on technology outsourcing platforms. Quite a
few of them are unable to carry out key services based on the core matching engine,
wallet architecture and independent risk control system, and this results in a serious
lack of platform profitability.

Lack of brand awareness
Blockchain asset trading platform is still a hot spot for investment. Since 2017, there
are over a thousand emerging trading platforms in the global market.
Most of the trading platforms are deficient in brand and market operation direction.
As a result most platforms have a short lifespan of 6 months to 1 year.

Lack of underlying security and risk control
Even now the security problems faced by exchanges have not been given enough
attention. Most small and medium sized platforms can't even separate the hot from
the cold wallets, so the phenomenon of stealing coins like DragonEX still exists.
Embedded server security systems are still not monitored properly, there are no
independent risk control tools to respond quickly to the system exceptions and no
wallet independent multi-sign system to guarantee the transactions security.

Poor ability to transform and motivate communities
The exchange itself is a trading platform and its performance is closely connected
with the participants in the trade.
In their everyday activities most exchanges focus their operations on the crypto
currency transactions or activity innovation and do not pay much attention to the
nature of the transaction.
As a result the active trading participants cannot be associated with the
development of the platform and this results in insufficient user engagement and
low conversion rate.

BITOP TOKEN MECHANISM
BTOP token
The Bitop platform will issue its First Trade Token, or BTOP for short, with a fixed
total number of 2 billion. At its initial stage BTOP will use the Ethereum-based
ERC20 standard token issuance, having the community operation as the core idea.
Its goal is to incentivize and engage the community through proof of POC model,
proof-of-contribution, and at the same time to perform different functions transaction fee deduction, consumption and others.

Issuance mechanism
BTOP will not conduct an initial coin offering but it plans to set aside 15% of all
tokens for team incentives, while the remaining 55% will go to community
sustainable node mining. The specific distribution ratio is as follows: (please specify
the exact % of each share)

Deduction of platform transaction fees
For users participating in Bitop’s platform and holding the full amount of BTOP,the
platform will pay the transaction fee discount no matter how many tokens are traded.
BTOP will be spent to deduct transaction fees and complete the handling fee
payment.

Contribution proof incentives
POC mechanism: i.e.Proof of Contribution, contribution incentive.
Users who contribute to the Bitop platform and the BTOP community will receive
BTOP incentives, including sign-up invitations, sharing contributions, content
contributions and social contributions.

The Super Node decentralizes the community
autonomy mechanisms
The Super Node provides the platform with the following options:
- Super-node Equity Incentive mechanism.
- Super Node Benefit Incentive.
- BTOP's Super Node.
Equity Incentive adopts the community partner mechanism and the node holder is
subject to the evaluation of the Bitop platform which is divided into three qualification
levels: super node partner, equity node partner and general node partner according
to the differences of the BTOP holding.

Community Bounty rewards
The BITOP team will occasionally issue relevant BTOP bounty missions to motivate
community participants and equip them with the appropriate BTOP rewards.
This could be different types of media content which promotes the construction of a
decentralized node community.
Types

Channels

Streaming media

YouTube,Netflix,Nico,etc.

Mediums

Bitcoin Talk,Reddit,Medium,etc.

IM

Facebook,Twitter,Instagram,etc.

DPOS eco-node mechanism
DPOS (Delegated Proof of Stakes, proof of proxy equity) is a consensus algorithm
based on voting, a bit like the Democratic Convention, where holders select several
representative nodes to run the network and use special servers to ensure the
security and performance of the blockchain platform.
DPOS mechanism does not need to solve math problems, but if the producer is not
competent there is a possibility of being voted out at any time, which solves the POS
performance problem.

Private equity use plan for the qualified investors
DPOS (Delegated Proof of Stakes, proof of proxy equity) is a consensus algorithm
based on voting, a bit like the Democratic Convention, where holders select several
representative nodes to run the network and use special servers to ensure the
security and performance of the blockchain platform.
DPOS mechanism does not need to solve math problems, but if the producer is not
competent there is a possibility of being voted out at any time, which solves the POS
performance problem.

Notes:
!

!

!

40% of the funds raised by qualified investors from the private sector will be used for the
functional development and system operation of the Bitop platform, including options for
providing incentives to team members, research and development funds, etc.
40% will be used for the Bitop platform brand building and operational promotion,
including traditional industries, blockchain industry promotion and Bitop platform
popularization. It will also provide financial support for various types of marketing
activities to ensure that the Bitop platform quickly gains market recognition and rapidly
increases the number of the trading participants.
20% will be used as a reserve and contingency fund for the Bitop platform to respond to
all kinds of emergencies.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Services development plan
Bitop’s credo is always to put the user asset security and user experience first. The
platform has opened up independent high-performance APIs to many trading
institutions and also provides system-embedded server API access.
Bitop plans to diversify its financial services and open more trading functions to
boost user experience, e.g. leveraged trading to support short investment, enhanced
asset hedging value, digital currency banking, etc.

Market development
Bitop constantly expands into new business areas and explores the globally
emerging markets.

Team development
Bitop has built a strong technical team and continues to attract more and more
talented international team members so it can provide a better user-friendly
exchange experience for all. Today, when blockchain assets are highly sought after,
we have gathered an incredible star team dedicated to the long-term sustainability of
blockchain assets.
Bitop is designed to provide investors with a safer, more efficient and trustworthy
exchange platform and that’s why it has been chosen by many outstanding
investors.
We believe bringing the best people and bringing out the best in each person is the
secret to our prosperity. So you are sincerely invited to join us, become one of us,
share your knowledge and experience with us!
Let’s make together the most efficient investment of modern time - The Digital
Wealth.

Compliance and Regulatory Scrutiny
Adhering to an active regulatory attitude, Bitop officially obtained the MSB financial
service license issued by the FinCEN regulatory agency of the United States and the
MSB financial license issued by the Canadian FINTRAC regulatory agency on July
22, 2021. Approved to carry out digital asset-related businesses such as digital
asset exchange and digital asset transaction services.

DISCLAIMER AND RISK
WARNING
Disclaim
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute advice in
connection with the purchase or sale of Bitop shares or securities. Any such offer or
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by the applicable
securities and the other relevant laws.
The information or analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific
recommendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice,
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. This
document does not constitute, nor is to be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or
any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, nor is a contract or promise of
any kind.
Bitop expressly states that the intended user understands the risks of the Bitop
platform and that by participating in the investment the investor understands and
accepts the risks of the program and is willing to personally assume all
consequences or consequences thereof.
Bitop expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from
participation in the cryptocurrency project, including:
I.Any economic losses caused by the user's trading operations.
II.Any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from personal
understanding.
III.Losses arising from personal trading of various blockchain assets and any actions
resulting therefrom.
Bitop token, or "BTOP coin", is a crypto token used by the Bitop platform.
BTOP coin is not an investment
There is no guarantee that BTOP Coins will increase in value, in some cases they
may decrease in value. People who do not use their BTOP Coins properly may lose
the right to use BTOP Coins and may even lose their BTOP Coins.

BTOP coins are not a form of ownership or control
Control of BTOP Coins does not imply ownership of Bitop or the Bitop Application
and BTOP Coins do not grant any individual participation, control, or right to make
any decisions regarding Bitop or the Bitop Application.

RISK WARNING
Security
Many digital asset exchanges have ceased operations due to security concerns. We
take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% security in the world,
and there is always a chance of force majeure circumstances. We are committed to
doing everything possible to ensure the security of your transactions.
Competition
We know that exchanges are an extremely competitive space and with thousands of
teams planning and working on trading platforms the competition will be brutal, but
nowadays any good concept, startup, or even established company will face the risk
of such competition. But for us this competition is a driving force in the development
process.

CONCLUSION
To sum it up, in today's highly sought-after blockchain assets space we have
created a unique star-studded team dedicated to the long-term sustainable
development of blockchain assets, aiming to provide investors with a safer, more
We invite you to join us and become a member of our team to share the most
efficient investment return of this era - digital wealth.

